The social, scientific, and artistic developments of the past few decades have compelled the philosophical aesthetics to overcome its unease with odors and tentatively outline an olfactory aesthetics (Shiner 2020, Diaconu 2005). The ongoing establishment of the Smell Studies (Di Stefano & Russo 2022) can be led back to the growing interest in the living and performative body on the background of a post-hermeneutic philosophy and a more general emotional turn in humanities. The emergence of the olfactory art as a distinct phenomenon corresponds to the shift of emphasis in art from structures, forms, and meanings to events, performances, and materials. In perfumery, some “noses” theoretically legitimize the artistic dimension of scents (Roudnitska 1977, Blayn et al. 1988), while others experiment on the border between pleasure and disgust.

The aesthetic theory itself was successively extended to aesthetes (theory of perception), to natural and urban environments, multisensory design, everyday life, and social phenomena, and confronted with the imperative of overcoming the Euro-American “provincialism” under the sign of a cross-cultural and trans-cultural aesthetics. Once the aesthetic purism has lost its credibility and multiple crises urge to reconfigure the landscape of values, artists and designers increasingly discover the complexity, potential and existential depth of the olfactory experience (Hegel & Wagner 2016, Henshaw et al. 2018, Hsu 2020, Lynn & Riley-Parr 2021).
ESPES invites scholars to explore the many layers of smells and their experience. Possible topics include, but are not limited to the following:

- **Smell and identity**: the mnemonic power of odors; the olfactory “signature” of the body and its intentional overwriting; emplacement through smellscapes (“it smells like home”); smells and identity-building rituals; performing the olfactory self; the smells of collective selves;
- **Smell, power, and (environmental) justice**: oppressive and transgressive smells; olfactory strategies of subversion and resistance; shared smells as sources of solidarity;
- **Smell and socioracial discrimination**: olfactory prejudices and empowerment through smells;
- **Smells as aesthetic materials**: dynamic forms, subtle materiality, vibrant and resonant “bodies”;
- **Smells in space**: olfaction as immersive experience and its implications for space planning; public smellscapes and the aesthetics of commons;
- **Smell and time**: the value of transience and ephemeralness, and the aesthetics of “counter-monuments” (Goeltzenleuchter);
- **The olfactory subject as “subject to”**: vulnerable, responsive, contingent, and transformative;
- **The productive discord between olfactory art and perfumery**;
- **Smell and atmosphere**: from family resemblance to false friends;
- **Art after the end of representation**: toxic atmospheres and the chemical sublime;
- **Negative and privative aesthetics**: the fascination for oppressive smells and the uncanniness of inodorous environments; smells and ecocriticism;
- **The display, maintenance, and conservation of olfactory art**: challenges for art institutions etc
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